HOW TO HAVE A SUCCESSFUL FLEA AND TICK SERVICE
Successful control of a flea infestation relies heavily on customer participation. Some
situations will require treating both the yard and home. If you have a pet, we highly
recommend that they are treated for fleas by a licensed veterinarian at the same time
we perform your treatment.

Before your treatment, be sure to do the following:
Clean your floors - Vacuum all the carpets and rug areas, remove any items from
the floors (including in closets and under beds), mop any linoleum or tile floors.
Prepare your furniture - Vacuum under all cushions of upholstered furniture and
clean or replace your pet's bedding.
Pick up pet items - Remove any pet food, pet food/water bowls toys, or litter
items from any areas being treated (the lawn and/or in your home), and cover
any fishtanks.
Mow and water the grass - if your lawn is being treated, try to mow and water
your lawn as close to your treatment time as possible. This ensures that fleas will
be exposed to the treatment.
Point out important spots to your tech - Let you technician know where your
pet sleeps or rest. You should also point out any problem areas.
All people and pets will need to remain off the treated areas until the areas
have dried and there is no odor (approximately 3-4 hours).

After your treatment:
Vacuum your carpet and rugs daily. This helps get adult fleas out of hiding so
that they will come into contact with the treatment solution.
You may see fleas up to two weeks after the treatment. Vacuuming will help
control these fleas.
Due to the lifecycle of fleas, an additional treatment will be required in 10-14
days after the initial service. Depending on the severity of flea activity, more
than one additional service may be necessary
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